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Introduction 

 
 
High purity materials can serve as a realisation of the unit for the amount of substance in the 
International System of units (SI) for the specific element. The crucial point is the purity of the 
materials. Since ideal purity does not exist and cannot be realized, the purity of the material 
under investigation has to be measured with a sufficiently small uncertainty. 
Therefore the indirect approach is followed, where all elements excepted the matrix element 
are measured and the sum of their mass fractions is subtracted from the value for ideal 
purity, which is 1 kg/kg, [1].  

More suitable for purity determinations are multi-element techniques enabling quantification 
at trace levels such as ICP-MS.  
 
Research of impurities in the high purity material 
 
A screening of the total mass spectrum 7 to 240 m/z  is required for this purity assessment. It 
should be performed on at least 3 types of solutions one resulting of the high purity material 
digestion, one on a blank of reagents used for the former and one on a diluted multi 
elementary standard solution, then the 3 spectra have to be compared. A criterion must be 
defined by the analyst in order to assert whether the signal of an observed peak at the ratio 
m/z is significantly different from that of the reagents blank. This could be the Limit of 
Quantification, LQ, of the considered element. 
 
Potential impurities could be identified using the “relative abundances of naturally occurring 
isotopes” mass tables [2]. These data are generally included in the software of the ICP-MS. 
Quantifying  impurity necessitate to be sure that the observed peak at its m/z is mainly due to 
this investigated impurity. 
 
Unfortunately ICP-MS is not an “interference free” technique. Interferences fall broadly into 
two groups: “spectroscopic” and “non spectroscopic” or “matrix effect”. 
The first type included those due to isobaric overlap, polyatomic species, oxide ions or 
doubly charged ions. The second type of interference effects are more complex because 
linked to the nature of the sample matrix and quite specific of the ICP-MS used. “Matrix 
effects” induce suppression or enhancement on the ion counting sensitivity. 
 
Spectroscopic interferences 
 
Spectroscopic interferences are caused by atomic or polyatomic ions having the same 
nominal mass as the analyte of interest causing an erroneously signal at the m/z of interest. 
 
In case of a poly-isotopic element considered as a potential impurity, the detection of 
interferences can be achieved by measuring the isotope ratios of this element in a single 
elementary synthetic solution and those measured at the same m/z in a solution resulting of 
the high purity material digestion. Comparing these results with the natural abundances of 
this element given in the IUPAC tables [3] allows to detect the presence or not of interference 
species.  
In case of elements for which isotopic composition naturally varies or those mono-isotopic we 
must refer to previously published results in the literature. 
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Isobaric overlap 
 
An isobaric overlap exists where two elements have isotopes of essentially the same mass. 
These interferences are well documented in the “relative abundances of naturally occurring 
isotopes” mass tables [4]. It is notable that there are no isobaric interferences below 36 m/z. 
There is no possibility to separate these overlaps because the resolution needed is >> 
10.000 in any cases. If no other isotopes of the investigated impurity are available and free of 
interferences a mathematical correction is required. 
A pre-processing procedure based on the use of ion exchange resin to separate species 
could also be applied. 
 
 
Poly-atomic ions 
 
 
These ions result of the combination of two or more atomic species that are dominant in the 
ICP source. Two categories can be distinguished: 
 
Argon plasma based interferences.  
 
They occur with argon plasma gas, entrained atmospheric gases, water and acids used. 
Combinations between, H, C, N, O, S, Cl, Ar, …, result in interferences of polyatomic ions on 
analytes with the same nominal m/z. The most serious and best known include 40Ar16O+ / 
56Fe+, 40Ar35Cl+ / 75As+, 40Ar40Ar+ / 80Se+.  
Others of less importance have to be checked by screening a blank solution of the all mass 
spectrum 7 to 240 m/z. Nevertheless all these kinds of poly-atomic interferences are well 
reported in the literature [5]. 
 
If no other isotopes of the investigated impurity are available dealing with this kind of 
interferences needs to implement quadripolar ICP mass spectrometer equipped with collision 
/ dynamic cells or high resolution  sector field  ICP/MS (R ≤ 10.000). Both technics are able in 
most cases to eliminate these kinds of interferences from the m/z of the analyte of interest. 
In case of minor interferences a reagents blank subtraction could also be performed.  
 
Matrix based interferences 
 
When investigating high purity material, matrix solutions diluted up to 1 g/L are injected in the 
ICP source so atomic species from the matrix are very abundant in the plasma. It results in 
polyatomic ions between matrix ions and those previously cited. Moreover the number of 
these polyatomic interferences is multiplied by the number of isotopes and reported to the 
abundances of naturally occurring isotopes of the major element constituting the high purity 
material investigated [3]. So the research of impurities and their assessments can be 
complex in the higher mass region of the matrix. In lower region double ionised atomic matrix 
species will occur and interfere on analytes with the same nominal m/z’. The amplitude of 
these interferences depends on the secondary ionisation energy of the matrix element. 
Combination of these doubly charged ions with others species, H, C, N, O, weren’t observed 
[6]. 
 
If the matrix element is symbolised, M, with e.g, 3 natural isotopes of masses M1, M2, M3, 
some examples of the best known matrix based interferences may occur at the following m/z 
: 
 

M → M1
++, M2

++, M3
++ 

 
M → M1H+, M2H+, M3H+ 
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M → M1C+, M2C+, M3C+ 
 
M → M1N+, M2N+, M3N+ 
   
M → M1O+, M2O+, M3O+ 
 
M → M1OH+, M2OH+, M3OH+ 
 
M → M1CN+, M2CN+, M3CN+ 
 
M → M1Cl+, M2Cl+, M3Cl+ (or combination with F, S if hydrofluoric or sulphuric acid is 

used) 
 
M → M1Ar+, M2Ar+, M3Ar+   
 

 
A quite large area of the mass spectrum can be affected by these poly-atomic combinations. 
If no other isotopes of the investigated impurity are available dealing with this kind of 
interferences needs to implement high resolution ICP/MS only able in some cases, R ≤ 
10.000, to separate these matrix based interferences from the m/z of the analyte of interest.  
A mathematical correction is not feasible given the very high count rates on the predominant 
element isotopes of the matrix. 
The subtraction of a “matrix blank” could be made only if a higher purity material than that 
investigated is available or a pre-processing procedure based on the use of ion exchange 
resin to separate species could also be applied. 
 
 
Table 1 summarizes the different types of spectroscopic interferences that can occurr when 
investigating high purity materials and the proposed best ways to deal with them when no 
free isotope is available. 

 

 
Table 1: dealing with spectroscopic interferences 

 
 

Type of spectroscopic 
interferences 

 

 
Isobaric overlap 

 
Polyatomic ions 

Argon plasma based 

 
Polyatomic ions 

Matrix based 

 
 

Best proposed ways to 
deal with 

 

 
- Mathematical 
correction 
- Pre-processing with 
ion exchange resin 

 
- Collision / dynamic 
cells 
- High resolution (R ≤ 
10.000) 
- Reagents blank 
subtraction 

 

 
- High resolution (R ≤ 
10.000) 
- Matrix blank 
subtraction (if higher 
purity available) 
- Pre-processing with 
ion exchange resin 
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Non spectroscopic interferences or matrix effect 
 
 
 
Non spectroscopic interferences are more complex because linked to the nature of the 
sample matrix of the high purity material and quite specific of the instrument ICP-MS used. 
“Matrix effects” induce suppression or sometimes enhancement on the ion counting 
sensitivity of the element to be investigated as impurity but in practice they are difficult to 
measure and quantify. 
 
A number of methods can be used to overcome these non-spectroscopic interferences and a 
hierarchy is proposed: 
 

1. Isotope dilution ID-ICP/MS is the best way in case of poly-isotopic element with at 
least two isotopes free of spectroscopic interferences and for which an “isotope 
enriched spike” is available. This “spike” is directly added to the digested high purity 
material solution. 

 
2. Standard addition method is also free of matrix effect because quantities of standard 

solution of the element of interest are directly added to the digested high purity 
material solution. The isotope used for the measurements should be free of 
spectroscopic interferences. 

 
3. Matrix matching is also a way if a standard of a higher purity than the material under 

investigation is available. So this high purity standard solution can be spiked with 
several elements suspected as impurities in the sample material in view to perform 
the external calibration of the ICP/MS by a regression curve or bracketing. 

 
4. Dilution of the sample material solution can minimize the matrix effect but it will be a 

compromise between the level of dilution and the level of the impurity in the high 
purity material under investigation. 
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